Mony de Leon, Ed.D.,

Professor of Radiology at Weill Cornell Medicine. Dr. de Leon just received the AAIC Lifetime Achievement Award in Alzheimer's Disease Research in July 2019.

He is the founder and Director of the Center for Brain Health in NYU Langone’s Department of Psychiatry; and recently he moved this center to the Weill Cornell Medicine. Dr. de Leon published some of the first studies showing early hippocampal atrophy and glucose metabolism alterations in Alzheimer’s disease, as well as the first longitudinal imaging reports to predict the transition from normal aging to Alzheimer’s. His work specializes in identifying biological markers for detecting in vivo AD pathology. Dr. de Leon’s research currently focuses on the waste removal in the brain.

He will give a speech on “Human CSF clearance Egress Pathways and Clinical Significance in Alzheimer's Disease”.